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´ Ecole Polytechnique de Montr´eal - D´epartement de g´enie informatique CP 6079 Succ. Centre Ville H3C 3A7 Montr´eal (Qu´ebec), Canada. introduces the two main ideas of our approach quote above. The section 5 gives an overview of the experiments and section 6 the performance of the system at the DUC 2007. Section 7 concludes this paper and examines possible futher work.



Abstract This paper presents a User-Oriented MultiDocument Update Summarization system based on a maximization-minimization approach. Our system relies on two main concepts. The first one is the cross summaries sentence redundancy removal which tempt to limit the redundancy of information between the update summary and the previous ones. The second concept is the newness of information detection in a cluster of documents. We try to adapt the clustering technique of bag of words extraction to a topic enrichment method that extend the topic with unique information. In the DUC 2007 update evaluation, our system obtained very good results in both automatic and human evaluations.
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Interest in multi-document summarization of newswire started with the on-line publishing and the constant growth of internet. Introduced by Luhn [5] and Rath et al. [12] in the 50s-60s with single-document summarizers (SDS), research on automatic summarization can be qualified as a long tradition. However, the first automatic Multi-Document Summarizers (MDS) were developed only in the mid 90s [9]. Lately, DUC 2007 conference introduced the over-the-time update MDS evaluation. Most of work in automatic summarization apply statistical techniques to linguistic units such as terms, sentences, etc. to select, evaluate, order and assemblate them according to their relevance to produces summaries [6]. In general, summaries are constructed by extracting the most relevant sentences of documents. Automatic summarization systems can be divided in two categories: single document summarizers and more complex multidocument summarizers. Multi-document systems can be viewed as fusionning SDS systems outputs by using additionnal information about the document set as a whole, as well as individual documents [1]. MDS perform the same task as SDS but increase the probability of information redundancy and contradictions. Previous works comparing the redundancy techniques [10] have shown that using a simple zero knowledge vector based cosine similarity [15] for measuring sentence similarities make no difference in performance with more complex representation, such as Latent Semantic Indexing [2]. Au contraire to redundancy removal, precious little researchers have focused on time-based summarization. A natural way to go about time-based summarization is to extract the temporal tags [7] (dates, elapsed times, temporal expressions, ...) or to automatically construct the timeline from the documents [14]. For the last technique, the well known χ2 measure [8] is



Keywords User-Oriented Multi-Document Summarization, Question Focused Summarization, Update Summarization, Statistical approach, Detection of Newness, DUC evaluation, Cross summaries redundancy removal
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Introduction



The seventh edition of the Document Understanding Conference1 (DUC) has introduced a pilot task in counterpart to the question-focused multi-document summarization main task. Named update task, it’s goal is to produce short update summaries of newswire articles under the assumption that the user has already read a set of earlier articles. This is the first time, as far as we know, that an update summarization task is evaluated. We have chosen to relies our system’s approach on two main concepts: cross summaries sentence redundancy removal and newness of information detection using a bag of words extraction method for topic enrichment. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the previous works and section 3 the update task of DUC 2007. The section 4 1



Background and related work



Document Understanding Conferences are conducted since 2000 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), http://www-nlpir.nist.gov
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used to extract unusual words and phrases from documents. Our approach is based on the same principle of term extraction but differs from these in several ways. Our system relies on the simple idea that the most important unique terms of a cluster are suitable for representing the unique and unseen information.
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filtered (words which do not carry meaning are removed such as functional words or common words) and stemmed using the Porter algorithm [11]. An N dimensional termspace Ξ, where N is the number of unique terms found in the corpus, is constructed. Sentences of a document are represented in Ξ by a vector. Similarity measures between sentences are calculated by using the angle cosine. The smaller the angle, the greater is the similarity. The system scores each sentence of a document by calculating the cosine similarity angle measure [13] (defined in formula 1 and illustrated by figure 1 with the θt ) between the topic vector and the sentence vector using the well known tf × idf measures as weights. tf is the term frequency in the document and idf is the inverse document frequency. idf values are calculated on the whole DUC 2007 corpus (main and update task).



Description of the DUC 2007 pilot task



The DUC 2007 update task goal is to produce a short (∼100 words) multi-document update summaries of newswire articles under the assumption that the user has already read a set of earlier articles. The purpose of each update summary will be to inform the reader of new information about a particular topic. Given a DUC topic and its 3 document clusters : A, B and C, create from the documents three brief, fluent summaries that contribute to satisfying the information need expressed in the topic statement.



#s · #t cos(#s, #t ) = ! # #s # + # #t #



In our case, #s is the vectorial representation of the candidate sentence and #t of the topic.



1. A summary of documents in cluster A. 2. An update summary of documents in B, under the assumption that the reader has already read documents in A.



4.2



Within a topic, the document clusters must be processed in chronological order; i.e., we cannot look at documents in cluster B or C when generating the summary for cluster A, and you cannot look at the documents in cluster C when generating the summary for cluster B. However, the documents within a cluster can be processed in any order.



A Cosine MaximizationMinimization approach



This paper proposes a statistical method based on a maximization-minimization of cosine similarity measures between sentence vectors. The main motivation behind this approach is to find a way to quantify the newness of information contained in an document cluster assuming a given topic and a set of already ”known” document clusters but at the same time minimize the possible redundant information. The main advantage of this approach is that zero knowledge is required and that makes the system fully adjustable to any language. The following subsections formally define the measures formulas and the method to apply it to the update summarization task.



4.1



Back to basics: Oriented MDS



Redundancy removal techniques



Sentences coming from multiple documents and assembled together to generate a summary theoretically engender redundancy problems for classified document cluster. In practice, sentences of a cluster are all scored by calculating an angle regarding a particular topic, accordingly all high scored sentences are syntactically related. We have to deal with two different redundancy problems in our update MDS system, the within summary syntactical sentence redundancy and the cross summaries redundancy. The first one refers to the detection of duplicate sentences within a summary. We choose to measure the sentence similarity between the sentences already contained in the summary and the candidate sentences and remove them if this similarity is greater than a threshold To , empirically fixed. The second problem is more specific to the task, candidate summaries are generated assuming that other summaries have previously been produced. Therefore they have to contain different information about the same topic and inform the reader of new facts. Formally, np early summaries are represented as #np } in the termspace a set of vectors Π = {# p1 , p#2 , . . . , p Ξ. Our sentence scoring method (formula 2) calculates a ratio between two angles: the sentence #s with the topic #t and the sentence with the all previous np summaries. The smaller value η(#s, #t ) and the higher value φ(#s, Π) produces the greater score R(•):



3. An update summary of documents in C, under the assumption that the reader has already read documents in A and B.
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(1)



R(#s, #t, Π) =



η(#s, #t ) φ(#s, Π) + 1



a simple Userwhere: η(s, #t ) = cos(#s, #t ) !" np φ(#s, Π) = s, p#i )2 i=1 cos(#



We have first started by implementing a baseline system for which the task is to produce topic focused summaries from document clusters. Standard preprocessings are applied to the corpora, sentences are



0 ≤ η(•) ; φ(•) ≤ 1



2



(2)



Therefore: max R(s) =⇒



#



max η(•) min φ(•)



have a very high probability to be truncated. We propose a last sentence selection method to improve the summary’s reading quality by looking at the next sentence. This method is applied only if the remaining word number in greater than 5 otherwise we just produce a non-optimal size summary. The after last sentence is prefered to the last if it’s length is almost 33% shorter and to avoid noise if it’s score is greater than a threshold of 0.15. In all cases the last summary sentence is truncated of 3 words maximum. We try to protect the sentence grammaticality by removing only stop-words and very high frequency words. A set of about fifty re-writing patterns and a dictionnary based name redundancy removal system have been specially created for the DUC update task. The figure 2 is a global overview of the main architecture of our system.



(3)



The highest scored sentence #s is the most relevant assuming the topic #t (i.e. η → 1) and, simultaneously, the most different assuming the previous summaries Π (i.e φ → 0).



Fig. 1: Cosine Maximization - Minimization illustration example, the case of two previous summaries: for each sentence, minimize the angle θt and maximize the angles θ1 and θ2



4.3



Fig. 2: General architecture of the update summarization system.



Newness of information



The detection of the newness of information is a critical point in the update summarization process. Indeed, how to detect, quantify and ”blend” unseen information into an existing MDS system are challenging questions that we try to answer with our approach. In the same way that several previous works in document clustering use a list of high tf × idf terms as topic descriptors, we have chosen to represent the most important information of a document cluster X by a bag of word BX of the nt highest tf ×idf words. The newness of information of a document cluster A in relation to already processed clusters is the difference of it’s bag of words BA and the intersection of BA with all the previous cluster’s bags of words (see formula 3). The system uses the terms of BX to enrich the topic t of the cluster X, the topic is extented by a small part of the unique information contained in the cluster. Selected sentences are not only focused on the topic but also on the unique information of the cluster.
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The method described in the previous section has been implemented and evaluated. The following subsections present some details of the different parameter settings experiments.



5.1



4.4



$



Bi



Experimental Settings



We used for our experimentations the DUC 2007 update task data set, the task is described in section 3. The corpus is composed of 10 topics, with 25 documents per topic. For each topic, the documents will be ordered chronologically and then partitioned into 3 sets : A, B and C, where the time stamps on all the documents in each set are ordered such that time(A) < time(B) < time(C). There is approximately 10 documents in set A, 8 in set B, and 7 in set C. Tuning the system parameters requires to find a way of automatically evaluate the quality of the produced summaries and producing reliable and stable scores. All existing automated evaluation methods work by comparing the systems output summary to one of more reference summaries (ideally, produced by humans). The ROUGE [4] ant Basic Elements [3] automated performance measures are considered relevant and will be used for our experiments.



i=np



BX = BX \



Experiments



(4)



i=1



Summary construction



The final summary is constructed by arranging the most high scored sentences until the limit size of 100 words is reached. As a consequence the last sentence 3



5.1.1



produced summaries. The information containing in the summaries is more heterogeneously spread, syntactical redundancy decrease and so readability and general quality enhance.



Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE)



ROUGE [4] is a word n-gram recall between a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries. In our experiments the two ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 measures will be computed. ROUGE-2 measure which is based on bigram of words is defined in equation 5. Countmatch stands for the maximum number of bigrams co-occurring in a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries RS . The ROUGE-2 is a recall-related measure because of the denominator of the equation is the total sum of the number of bigrams occurring in the reference summaries. ROUGE-2 =



"



s∈RS



"



"



s∈RS



bigram∈s



"



Countmatch



bigram∈s



Count



(5)



The ROUGE-SU4 measure is a also a word bigram recall but extended to take into account the unigrams and allowing for arbitrary gaps of maximum length 4. For example the sentence ”why using text summarization” has Count(4, 2) = 6 skip-bigrams which are: ”why using”, ”why text”, ”why summarization”, ”using text”, ”using summarization”, ”text summarization”. We calculated the count of skip-bigrams with an arbitrary gap γ an we it defined in equation 6.



Count(k, n) = C



% & k−γ ' n − (k − γ) ; γ ≥ 1 k 0



Fig. 3: ROUGE average recall scores in comparison to the number of extracted terms for the topic enrichment.



(6)



5.3



where n is the n-gram length and k the sentence length in words. 5.1.2



We have implemented two similarity measures to deal with the within summary sentence redundancy problem. These measures are calculated between a candidate sentence and the sentences that are already considered as summary’s sentences. The first one is a normalized symmetrical word overlapping measure whereas the second is a classic cosine similarity measure. A candidate sentence is accepted in the final summary only if it’s similarity scores with the other summary sentences are lower than a threshold. Previous works [10] have shown that the classic cosine similarity measure (see equation 1) is the most performant measure for redundancy removal task. The two measures are binded by the fact that they use the terms has units of comparison so we decide to use only the classic cosine similarity. The sentence acceptance threshold has been tuned empirically using the ROUGE automatic evaluation as reference measure, ROUGE scores are increasing until the threshold is reaching 0.4 (see figure 4). In other words, the deletion of sentence with lower cosine score that 0.4 remove information from the candidate summary and a sentence is considered as increasing the summary redundancy if at least one of it’s cosine scores with the other sentences is greater than 0.4.



Basic Element (BE)



Basic Element [3] is a specific evaluation method using very small units of content, called Basic Element, that adress some of the shortcomings of n-grams. The problem of the ROUGE evaluation is that multi-word units (such as ”United Mexican States”) are not treated as single items, thereby skewing the scoring, and that relatively unimportant words (such as ”from”) count the same as relatively more important ones. The Basic Element evaluation tempt to solve this problems by using a syntactic parser to extract just the valid minimal semantic units, called BEs.



5.2



Within summary redundancy



Newness of information



One of the major difficulties is to evaluate and optimize the quantity of ”newness” terms extracted from the clusters. If too much terms are extracted the produced summaries will be away from the point considering the topic. Otherwise, if too few terms are extracted, summaries readability will decrease due to the high information redundancy. We can observe in figure 3 that the topic enrichment always decreases automatic evaluation scores. This is due to the ”noise” introduced by the newness of information terms extracted. Our experiments have also shown that the newness of information enrichment considerably enhances the readability and the intrinsic quality of the



5.4



Experiments on DUC 2007 data



The above sections delineate the tuning techniques using the DUC 2007 corpus as reference and so how we 4



Fig. 5: ROUGE-2 versus ROUGE-SU4 scores for the 24 participants of DUC 2007 update evaluation (our system is the dark circle).



Fig. 4: ROUGE average recall scores versus the redundancy similarity measure threshold. found the optimal parameter combination by comparing our system automatic evaluation scores. This section will evaluate our system performance in the optimal parameter combination with the 24 participants of DUC 2007 update task (in which we participate with a non-optimal version of this system, the system’s id is 47). An example of our system output for the topic D0726F is shown in the appendixes section. We observe in the figure 5 that our system is the second best system for the ROUGE automatic evaluation, this is a very good performance in view of the fact that the applied post-processings achieve poor performance and that they are not designed especially for the task but are more generic ones. An important margin of progress in improving these main post-processings appears. Sentence rewritting process in the specific kind of document used in the DUC conferences is not yet developed but we are currently investigate sentence reduction techniques.
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age responsiveness scores. ROUGE-2 and ROUGESU4 scores were computed by running ROUGE-1.5.5 with stemming but no removal of stopwords. The input file implemented jackknifing so that scores of systems and humans could be compared. The content responsiveness evaluation assesses how well each summary responds to the topic. The content responsiveness score is an integer between 1 (very poor) and 5 (very good) and is based on the amount of information in the summary that helps to satisfy the information need expressed in the topic narrative. The average responsiveness score obtained by our system was 2.633, which is above the mean (2.32 with standard deviation of 0.35). Our system is contained in the group of the top 8 well balanced systems (It must be noticed that the value of the scores range in a small interval), the mean responsiveness score (ranked only 7th ) is due to the poor rewritting sentence post-processing (only less than fifty general rewritting regular expressions). The figure 7 illustrates another automatic measure, the previously described Basic Element (BE) evaluation measure. Basic Elements (BE) scores were computed by first using the tools in BE-1.1 to extract BE-F from each sentence-segmented. The BE-F were then matched by running ROUGE-1.5.5 with stemming, using the Head-Modifier (HM) matching criterion. For average BE our system scored 0.05458, which is above the mean (0.04093 with standard deviation of 0.0139) and ranked 4th out of 24 systems. We observe in the figure 8 that the average automatic scores are better for the last summary (cluster C) and most of all that the standard deviations extensively decrease (see table 1). The stability of our system enhance with the quantity of previous time documents, the light fall with the cluster B summaries may be due to the non-optimal enrichment done without enough previous extracted terms.



The system at DUC 2007



This section present the results obtained by our system at the DUC 2007 update evaluation. No training corpus was, at the time of submission, available and there was, as far as we known, no equivalent corpora for training systems. Only manual evaluation of the output summaries was possible, this explain why the parameters used for the system submission are not the optimal ones. The following parameters have been used for the final evaluation : Bag of words size : 15, Redundancy threshold : 0.4, minimal sentence length: 5. Among the 24 participants, our system ranks 4th in both ROUGE-2 and Basic Element evaluation, the 5th in ROUGE-SU4 evaluation and the 7th in overall responsiveness. The figure 6 shows the correlation between the average ROUGE scores (ROUGE2 and ROUGE-SU4) of the systems and their aver5



Fig. 6: ROUGE versus responsiveness scores for the 24 participants of the DUC 2007 update evaluation. Our system is the dark circle for ROUGE-2 and the dark triangle for ROUGE-SU4.



Fig. 8: ROUGE recall scores (average and maximum - minimum deviations) for each document clusters (A∼10, B∼8 and C∼7 articles).



this system ranks first in all the automatic and manual evaluations. Our system definitely is, in term of performance, in the pack leading group. We would like to say, in a word, that our system runs very fast, it only take ≈ 1 minute to compute the whole DUC 2007 update corpus on a 1.67Ghz G4 with 1.5Gb of RAM running MAC OS X 10.4.9.
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We have presented a cosine maximization - minimization technique for producing user-oriented update summaries. This summarization system achieves efficient performances in the Document Understanding Conference 2007 evaluation regarding to other participants: 4th in ROUGE-2 average recall and Basic Element average recall, 5th in ROUGE-SU4 average recall and 7th in responsiveness in relation to 24 participants. The results of our experiments point out several research questions and directions for future work. The detection of the newness of information in the document clusters introduces too much ”noise” in the summaries, considering only the most relevant sentences for the term extraction have to enhance the responsiveness. We are currently working on a more precise similarity maximization in the redundancy removal process by changing the granularity (using the sentence instead of the whole summary). Applications to a domain of speciality, the Organic Chemistry, is currently in development with a Chemistry textbook questionning system. This system will allow users to spare time by reading only new facts and skip all already known informations.



Fig. 7: Basic Element (BE) scores of the 24 participants of the DUC 2007 update task, our system id is 47 (marked in the figure by the dark circle). Cluster ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4



A 0,08170 0,08657



B 0,08080 0,06826



Discussion and applications



C 0,03670 0,02878



Table 1: ROUGE scores standard deviations of our system for each document cluster used.



After analysing all the figures, one system clearly stand out from the crowd (this system id is the 40), 6
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